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AN OUTRAGEOUS PLAN 

The ULTIMATE diverse story! 

Written by Max Barber & Samantha Renke 

A broody but calculating disabled girl, Alice, and her flat-mate, Trojan, a washed-up, black, 
gay male escort, form an unlikely alliance. As Alice’s biological clock ticks down she takes 

radical steps to try and achieve motherhood, while Trojan just wants to find purpose in life 

and move on after the death of his soul mate. But when both their plans hit obstacles, Alice’s 
determination to get pregnant become evermore desperate and - outrageous - while Trojan – 

it seems – might end up being the ideal, reluctant father… 

GENRE:  Comedy – with a wicked twist. 

RUN:  8 x 30 

AUDIENCE: Adult / female  

STATUS: First 3 episode written, seeking further series development. 

    	             

An Outrageous Plan is inspired by the indie Brit flick, Little Devil, a multiple award-winning film at 

the 2014 Los Angles Diversity Film Festival. It starred Samantha Renke, Britain’s first disabled 
actress to pick up a debut acting award for a lead movie role, and Deobia Oparei, who went on to 

crack Hollywood and feature in epics like: Game Of Thrones, Pirates of The Caribbean: On 

Stranger Tides, Independence Day: Resurgence & Tim Burton’s Dumbo. 

In Little Devil, this truly diverse movie, we are introduced to ALICE, a troublesome disabled fag-hag 

who absconds to London to find love and opportunity despite having Osteogenesis Imperfecta 

(Brittle Bones). But life deals her some unexpected twists when she winds up peddling drugs to the 
queer community and forms an unorthodox relationship with a washed-up gay male escort, 

TROJAN ROCKS. In the climax it is revealed that Alice’s dirty cash has been put aside for IVF 

treatment and she harbours hopes of Trojan being the sperm donor to the baby she desires.  

www.littledevilfilm.com 

The film has been released on Amazon Prime through My Spotlight Independent: 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B01IEEDGRC?ref_=imdbr 

Watch the festival submission screener here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHoG_BotG_M 
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With the ending of the film tempting so many possibilities, the director and lead actress, Samantha 

Renke, sat down to conceive a new, bigger and bolder story based on the same characters and 

interesting premise already set up. The result is a headline grabbing, twisted comedy series that 

would stand out in today’s diverse-hungry TV & streaming schedule and whip up juicy debate about 

the very nature of motherhood and alternative families. 

       

AN OUTRAGEOUS PLAN – FULL SERIES OUTLINE 

 

EPISODE 1: RISKY BUSINESS 

A creepy pervert parades himself as young SAMMY SKATER on a teens chat room. He is grooming 

and setting up a meeting with a pretty, young juvenile, Bunty Balloons. But when the nonce meets 

the girl he hopes to bag, he realises it’s him that’s the victim! He has been lured in by a woman: 

petite, little ALICE EVANS. Desperate to get pregnant, in a shocking plan, Alice has dressed as a 

girl in the hope of luring a dirty man to screw her. This is one date that was doomed to disaster. On 

seeing disabled Alice in a wheelchair, and being in her 30’s, Sammy Skater quickly flees.  

TORJAN, Alice’s weary, downbeat, flat mate is back at his home about to pack his bags and 

abandon the doomed dwelling that’s due for demolition. He writes Alice a goodbye note on false 

grounds. But the truth is he’s fed up with keeping a roof over the head of his disabled friend, and 

firmly on a rebound from losing his lover, Patrick. With the homestead facing its demise to make 

way for luxury flats, Trojan sees this as the ideal time to dump Alice and run off with his new lover, 

BORIS. But Boris doesn’t turn up to elope. He’s still trapped in the closet and been mucking Trojan 

about big time. He can’t bring himself to leave his dominating & violent Russian girlfriend, 

SVETLANA. 
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While Trojan tracks down Boris and pleads with him to leave Svetlana, Alice returns home and finds 

the screwed up Dear John letter Trojan was planning to leave her. It’s clear the much-needed 

friendship is in crisis and Alice needs to compel Trojan - in some way - to stay with her. 

Trojan plods in feeling pessimistic. Alice the optimist hatches a new plan to get pregnant and 

persuades Trojan to get her a job in a fetish club, Forbidden Pleasures, where he occasionally 

works as a go-go dancer. Here, amongst all the fetish freaks, pony girls, masochists, sadists and 

crazy punters, Alice meets the club owner, the proud and pregnant, GODDESS NIGHTSHADE, 

along with her daughter, MISTRESS CARLA who is also pregnant – but reluctantly so. Alice is red 

with envy at the two fertile women around her.  

Ageing & out of shape, the embarrassed Trojan takes to his podium as a dancer out of retirement, 

while Alice is put in charge of running the on-site shop selling sex toys, poppers and fetish 

accessories. But she ignores the strict rules of the club (no drugs will be tolerated on site) and 

peddles all manner of stimulants under the counter, provided by shady DRUG DEALERS that 

Trojan secretly lets onto the premises. 

In the club, Alice sets up Trojan with a cute guy, RAMIREZ. She claims it’s to help Trojan get over 

his mourning for Patrick – but it’s more a case of getting them both to go back to the house for sex, 

wherein Alice can retrieve the sperm filled condom and try to impregnate herself later. It is a warped 

plan. The plot almost works, but it all goes terribly wrong due to Alice’s actions resulting in Ramirez 

slipping on the soiled condom, being hospitalized and the sperm being lost. 

 

EPISODE 2: ABORT! ABORT! 

Back working at Forbidden Pleasures, Alice gets chatted up and cornered in a dark room by a weird 

ADULT BABY. Finally eluding him, she ends up drawing the sexual advances of a DWARF 

PUTNER. But due to his sperm maybe carrying his condition, Alice turns him down (talk about 

hypocrisy!) Alice instead tries to befriend the young, pregnant, Mistress Carla, who is secretly 

planning an abortion against her pregnant mothers wishes; Goddess Nightshade is pro-life and 

wants her and her daughter to have a big family – without the need for men. But Alice has her own 

plan: she wants Mistress Carla’s unwanted, unborn baby! 

Realising she will have to stop Mistress Carla terminating the pregnancy, Alice charms the unhappy 

girl, pretends she is pregnant too and wanting an abortion. She volunteers to accompany her to the 

clinic for moral, mutual support. 

The next day, Alice has secretly tipped off a hard-core group of pro-life campaigners who picket the 

clinic where Mistress Carla and Alice go to get rid of their babies. But this doesn’t deter the Mistress 

and she presses on with her plan. Just before the procedure takes place, Alice sets off the fire 

alarm and the building is evacuated, thus preventing Mistress Carla’s abortion. The pro-life 

demonstrators get the blame instead. 

While Trojan broods over his scoundrel lover, Boris, and the bulldozers creep closer to their estate – 

Alice confides in Mistress Carla and begs her to have the baby and let her adopt it. Enraged that 

Alice has lied and tried to intervene in her plans, the Mistress condemns her and is about to storm 

off to arrange another termination before she passes the legal period of 24 weeks – the next day! 

But Alice, so desperate for a baby, deliberately wheels herself down a flight of stairs, injuring herself 
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badly in protest. Carla, horrified and regretful, helps take Alice to the hospital where she needs 

urgent broken bone repairs. 

Recovering in the hospital, Alice bribes Carla with £10,000 (which she only has half of so far) in 

exchange for the baby – but it’s dirty money that Alice has fleeced off the drug dealers Trojan 

allowed into Forbidden Pleasures. Carla agrees to the surrogate fee, touched that her troublesome 

new friend is desperate and willing to go through so much for a baby – whatever it takes!  

 

EPISODE 3: A KINK IN THE LAW 

Once she’s recovered from her self-inflicted injuries, Alice puts the final baby obtaining plans into 

place on her next night at the fetish club working for Mistress Carla & her mother, Goddess 

Nightshade. Alice steps up her crooked drug dealing at the accessory shop inside to get the full 

£10,000. But she’s in trouble: the gangsters have come back to the club with violent intent in 

revenge for Alice short changing them. Then even double trouble! The club gets raided by the police 

drugs squad! 

Bedlam ensues at Forbidden Pleasures as a heavy-handed police raid gets underway. In the chaos 

and violence, heavily pregnant Goddess Nightshade is injured and she miscarries there and then in 

the club. She is devastated. 

Some of the vengeful drug dealers are caught and Alice is arrested as well after the Adult Baby - an 

undercover cop – had brought drugs from her and identifies Alice as an accomplice. 

Feeling awful that her mother has lost her baby, and in a bonding gesture of reconciliation, Mistress 

Carla promises Goddess Nightshade she will keep the baby and have it for their new family, free of 

men. Alice is now left out of the deal – and still no tot of her own.  

Being questioned by the police – and in deep trouble – Alice manages to get out of it, by revealing 

what really happened in the sex club. The undercover Adult Baby went too far with his duties, and 

attempted sex with Alice on the night he was there; a DNA analysis on his semen stains on her 

dress will prove it! Lab tests on the drugs Alice was selling turn out to be nothing more than crushed 

aspirin and coloured worming tablets. 

Alice gets away with it – and she reveals to Trojan that she’s stashed a load of dirty drug dealer 

cash in the Forbidden Pleasures shop.  She now has cash to find and pay for another child. Trojan 

is still deeply against the plan. He has repeatedly refused to donate his sperm for Alice’s baby 

because he does not see her as a fit mother – nor does he want to get lumbered with changing 

nappies. 

But when they go to get Alice’s stash – the building has been demolished! The cash buried under 

rubble. Alice is broken that another chance be a solvent mum has turned to dust. 

Looking over the debris of the club venue they are approached by two vehicles. One is driven by 

Boris who has left Svetlana and wants to whisk Trojan away for a life together; the other car 

contains Alice’s mother, HEATHER, her selfish sister, EMMA, and Emma’s beautiful TWIN GIRLS, 

Alice’s nieces. Months before, Alice had absconded from home, angry with her unsympathetic 

divorced mother and jealous of her over fertile sister. But her family had been trying to track her 

down ever since. They want Alice to come back.  
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Alice is left at a crossroads in her life and Trojan is pulled between going off with Boris or staying 

with Alice and supporting his troublesome friend. 

 

EPISODE 4: THE POISIONED CHALLICE 

Responding to his inner, moral voice, Trojan has decided to stay and stick things out with Alice who 

has refused to return to the family fold: she wants to prove her independence. He and her set up 

home together in an over-priced rented flat after Trojan’s council home gets finally demolished to 

make way for posh, millionaires towers. 

Still on her mission for motherhood, Alice goes to another local fertility clinic but they turn down her 

request of donor insemination on the grounds she can’t physically cope with raising a baby as a 

single mum. Trojan feels the wrath of Alice’s anger by agreeing. However, she tracks down an 

overseas agency that will do it for her, but it will be very expensive.  

When Alice threatens to take up Internet fraud and online banking theft to fund her endeavour, 

Trojan steps in with a plan to steer her away from more trouble with the law. He proposes to help 

her find a sperm donor: in the career of a male escort, sperm is pretty easy to come by. A small 

stopover dinner party is organised with Trojan's fittest and smartest MALE ASSOCIATES to float the 

idea with them. 

But one of the guests brings along a young, female companion, PENNY COMFORT who is also a 

wheelchair user – and very pretty. The attention is drawn away from Alice, much to her fury. She 

proceeds to discredit, embarrass and humiliate the competition – permanently. Alice spikes Penny’s 

food with way too much laxatives. The evening turns embarrassing for Penny who has to go to 

leave, such is her repetitive, explosive reaction. Trojan becomes very disapproving of Alice’s actions 

when he discovers Viagra in the dessert, pornography in the guest rooms, and the turkey baster 

missing from the kitchen. News comes from the hospital that poor Penny is gravely ill. Trojan’s and 

his male gusts abandon the rest of the evening and go to the hospital to support and comfort Penny 

where Alice’s awful plan becomes apparent, Trojan’s friends are not impressed. Alice fakes concern 

through crocodile tears and ends up at home alone, her sperm donor idea ruined. 

 

EPISODE 5: CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF 

With Alice’s estranged mother and sister having previously tracked her down, Heather and Emma 

assume they can re-connect at their leisure. Turning up unannounced to Trojan & Alice’s flat, 

Heather announces the news that daughter Emma is expecting her third - illegitimate but lets not 

mention that - child. Jealous Alice sees her chance and demands that she be allowed to adopt the 

baby from her sister when it’s born. Emma, spitefully retorts that she doesn't even think Alice could 

look after a cat for a day let alone a baby. So Alice steals a neighbour’s fluffy, white moggie to prove 

a point. The cat is the cherished pet of a Downs Syndrome man, BILLY, who lives next door with his 

family. He has a crush on Alice… 

ARNOLD, Trojan’s elderly father, makes a surprise visit if only to doom his son to failure – he claims 

Trojan’s weakness is he only looks into the past at his woes, and should look forward and find some 

meaning in his life. Alice can’t agree with Arnold more.  
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Pissed off with them both and in need of feeding the rebound from Patrick, his dead soul mate, 

Trojan goes out for a rendezvous with his secret affair, Boris. But when the flaky Russian blows him 

out, lonely Trojan is left to eat his father’s words. 

Meanwhile, Alice's stolen cat escapes, sending her out on a potentially bone breaking wheelchair 

pursuit. Trying to evade Alice, the neighbours cat scarpers into the main road and gets ran over by 

Hare Krishna tuk-tuk doing the food rounds; the spirit-worshiping driver is aghast. Undeterred, Alice 

kidnaps a black cat from the lonely old woman across the street. She then dyes it white in the vain 

hope Billy wont notice. She starts to feel disappointed that her sister may be proving her right. 

Trojan, oblivious to the switch, insists Alice return the cat to the anxious neighbour. When she does, 

Billy is not convinced the cat is his. Alice flirts heavily as a distraction and Billy - besotted - asks her 

out on a date, clearly sexually interested in her. Alice is faced with an awful dilemma: is this the only 

way she can get a baby? She ends up turning a disappointed Billy down which clearly highlights her 

own prejudice to someone with another form of disability. A mother’s desire for the perfect baby 

clearly throws up its own moral dilemmas. This is a low point for Alice, doubly so when Billy rejects 

the imposter cat that then also gets spattered – but by an R.S.P.C.A. van on the busy road outside. 

 

EPISODE 6 - ONE GOOD TURN 

After Alice promises to bail Trojan out from a snowballing loan shark debt, in return, he introduces 

her to an ex-client, the rather creepy ROY RITCHER who works in a senior position in Family 

Adoption Services. On meeting him, Alice discovers Roy is flippant and dismissive of her disability. 

Alice bites her tongue but has clocked that Roy still harbours lust for Trojan. Hoping to become 

eligible for adoption, she spins a web of lies to Roy about her having turned Trojan bisexual and that 

they plan to apply to adopt a child as soon as they are married. However, she hopes to jump the 

waiting list - right now - and offers Trojan’s sexual services as a bribe. However, Roy has developed 

an unhealthy fetish for male kidnap scenarios, but this doesn’t stop Alice promising Trojan can 

deliver his fantasy. Roy accepts the bribe and will fast track a child for Alice in return. 

Trojan refuses, it’s a sordid plan! But Alice manipulates Trojan into reminding him she plans to get 

loan sharks off his back. So a reluctant Trojan plans a fake, fantasy kidnap plot on Roy. 

On the day the sexual game is supposed to kick off, Roy is snatched off the streets, but not by 

Trojan, but by the thuggish loan sharks. In a case of mistaken identity - they think Roy is Trojan! 

Poor Roy gets more than he bargained for, not only being tied up and beaten, but suffers a life-

changing sexual assault by his captors involving a huge medieval phallus wrapped in barbed wire. 

Roy will never recover from the experience – or ever walk again – he’s confined to a wheelchair and 

is forced to retire with a colostomy bag. The adoption scam is most defiantly off the agenda now. 

Reeling from the awful events, Trojan turns to Boris for comfort. But he can’t respond as he’s 

spending the weekend with his domineering wife, Svetlana.  At the same time, Alice feels 

responsible for the ghastly outcome of Roy, but she is quick to point out: any ignorant, able bodied 

person can become disabled in an instant. 
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EPISODE 7 - BABY LOVE 

Plotting to save - and steal - money to bribe a fertility clinic, Alice takes a job working on the coat 

check at Hen’s Night Club where Trojan performs as a stripper for the strictly female clientele: 

Trojan will never find the man of his dreams here!  On busy nights, Alice starts illicitly selling 

cocaine, but this time it’s not crushed aspirin but the real thing: she is toying in very risky business 

now. 

Alice makes a mint - but attracts the attention of a local drug lord, TOMMY TOE-RAG, who has his 

fingers in many pies including trafficking babies from China to rich, childless couples in the UK. 

Tommy is enraged and vengeful at Alice intruding on his local business, but even Tommy would 

never go as low as to ‘do in’ one of the Undateables. But he can harm the one person Alice does 

care about: Trojan. Apologetic, Alice offers Tommy a deal that if he spares Trojan she will cease 

intruding in his business but in exchange for a stolen baby.  Tommy agrees.  But when Alice gets 

given her prize child, in a cruel twist, Tommy has arranged a severely disabled baby that is blind, 

deaf & dumb. It is a sick revenge on Alice for selling on his patch. Disabled herself and knowing she 

could never cope with bringing up a baby requiring such extreme levels of care, Alice reluctantly has 

to leave the stolen, unwanted infant outside a local maternity unit. Alice considers a plan to steal a 

‘normal’ baby from inside, but her conscience gets the better of her. When Trojan finds out the 

fucked up series events, he feels in some way responsible for Alice’s desperate plan. 

To make matters worse, Alice’s mother, Heather and Trojan’s father, Arnold, cross paths again and 

it looks like romance is in the air! The gooey, love-match of the middle-aged couple merely rubs salt 

into the wounds for a loveless Trojan and a childless Alice.  Maybe it’s time for them both to accept 

they will never get what they wish for? 

 

EPISODE 8 - IMMACULATE CONCEPTION 

Trojan has given up on finding a man: Boris will always be a liar and a cheat, so instead, the 

defeated ex rent-boy decides to live like Queen Victoria, vowing to forever mourn his dead soul 

mate, Patrick. Alice berates him and tells him he should be focusing on the living and not the dead.  

With Alice’s 35th birthday approaching she fears her chances of motherhood are all but nil. But then 

she hears about a controversial geneticist, PROFESSOR MEDDLER, who claims to have the know-

how to induce a pregnancy without the need for sperm. He runs a genetics course at a local 

university. 

Alice spends a lot of money enrolling in order ingratiate him, only to discover Professor Meddler’s 

immaculate conceptions have only been attempted on rats. Alice offers to be the first human guinea 

pig. But it appears the effects could play havoc with her fragile brittle bones. More alarmingly, the 

professor reveals some rather negative ideas about eliminating all kinds of disabilities out of the 

gene pool, including Downs Syndrome & Dwarfism. Alice can’t face the dilemma of collaborating 

with a man only wants a master race and drops him. 
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Furious and utterly desperate for any way to acquire sperm and become pregnant, Alice reaches 

new depths of desperation: she approaches a seedy porn producer and volunteers to be the star of 

a gang-bang. It is to be her disabled, debut porn role as the starring lady - and she certainly won’t 

be taking any contraception. It is an outrageous plan. 

Having worked on the fringes of the porn industry before, Trojan is all too aware of the emotional 

hazards appearing in sex videos freely available online for eternity. At the adult studio, Alice is 

meeting her six male co-stars and preparing for the cameras. Trojan storms the set. He snatches 

Alice away - much against her wishes - after getting into an altercation with the porn producer. In an 

emotionally explosive conclusion, Trojan opens up to Alice about the deceased love of his life, 

Patrick. He took his own life after his one dabble appearing in a sex video ended up ruining his 

career, sending him on a downwards spiral ending in his suicide. With an emotional epiphany, 

Trojan relents and finally offers to donate his sperm to Alice and become a father for her baby. 

For Trojan, he now realizes that his life can have focus and meaning towards something even if it is 

a very alternative family. He can leave Patrick in the past - but not forgotten - and forget about 

bastard Boris. Alice - being cunning Alice - has finally found a way to become the mum she always 

wanted to be. 

 

                           

As Alice: Samantha Renke is an actress and 

a well-known disability rights campaigner and 

media influencer, she is regular on radio & TV 

and writes for a number of media publications 

and newspapers. She is represented by 

Andrew Roach Talent. 

https://www.andrewroachtalent.com/samantha-

renke/

 


